
Technology Breakthrough
Researchers at Pacific Northwest National Laboratory have 
developed a new sulfate (SO4

2-) and chloride (Cl-) mixed 
solution that is used as the electrolyte. Compared to pure 
sulfuric acid, the new solution can hold more than 70% more 
vanadium ions, increasing energy storage capacity by more 
than 70%. The use of Cl- in the new solution also increases 
the operating temperature window by 83%, so the battery 
can operate between -5° and 50°C. Other properties, such  
as electrochemical reversibility, conductivity, and viscosity, 
also show improvement.  A 1 kW/1 kWh VRB stack has 
been successfully demonstrated using the new mixed-acid 
electrolyte, showing significantly improved energy density  
and temperature stability.

In addition, a low-cost separator for VRB applications has 
been successfully developed, which can further reduce the 
cost of VRB systems.
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Vanadium Redox Flow Batteries
Improving the performance and reducing the cost of  
vanadium redox flow batteries for large-scale energy storage

Redox flow batteries (RFBs) store energy in two tanks that are separated from the cell stack 
(which converts chemical energy to electrical energy, or vice versa). This design enables the 
two tanks to be sized according to different applications’ needs, allowing RFBs’ power and 
energy capacities to be more easily scaled up than traditional sealed batteries. There are 
many kinds of RFB chemistries, including iron/chromium, zinc/bromide, and vanadium. 

Unlike other RFBs, vanadium redox flow batteries (VRBs) use only one element (vanadium) 
in both tanks, exploiting vanadium’s ability to exist in several states. By using one element 
in both tanks, VRBs can overcome cross-contamination degradation, a significant issue with 
other RFB chemistries that use more than one element. The energy density of VRBs  
depends on the concentration of vanadium: the higher the concentration, the higher the 
energy density. Sulfuric acid solutions, the electrolyte used in current VRBs, can only hold  
a certain number of vanadium ions before they become oversaturated, and they only allow 
the battery to work effectively in a small temperature window. In addition, VRBs usually 
require expensive polymer membranes due to the highly acidic and oxidative environment, 
which lead to high system costs. The low energy densities and small operating temperature 
window, along with high capital cost, make it difficult for the current VRBs to meet the 
performance and economic requirements for broad market penetration.

Overview
The Office of Electricity Delivery and Energy Reliability’s Energy Storage Program is funding 
research to develop next-generation VRBs that reduce costs by improving energy and 
power densities, widening the operating temperature window, and simplifying and optimizing 
stack/system designs. These efforts will build on Pacific Northwest National Laboratory 
research that has developed new redox electrolytes that enable increased VRB operating 
temperatures and energy storage capacities.

Objectives
• Utilize different electrolytes to achieve higher power and energy densities

• Extend the operating temperature range

• Improve stack and overall structure to increase power production and decrease cost

• Lower the resistance and cost of membranes
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Potential Technology Benefits

• Increases energy densities by more than 
70% due to increased vanadium ion 
concentrations

• Allows for operation at increased 
current densities

• Increases the operating temperature 
window by more than 83%, reducing 
air conditioning costs and increasing 
energy output

• Could potentially store megawatts/ 
megawatt-hours of power and energy  
in simple designs

• Allows the flexibility to design power 
and energy capacities separately

• Can discharge power for up to  
12 hours at a time

• Can be quickly brought up to full power 
when needed (i.e., in subseconds)

• Offers a long cycle life (>5,000 deep 
cycles) due to excellent electrochemical 
reversibility

• Offers high energy efficiencies

• Does not present a fire hazard and uses 
no highly reactive or toxic substances,  
minimizing safety and environmental 
issues

• Can sit idle for long periods of time 
without losing storage capacity

Energy Storage Program
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January 2009:

October 2009:

Initiated RFB research with lab-directed
research and development funding

Investigated and optimized solution chemistries of current electrolytes
with U.S. Department of Energy Office of Electricity Delivery and Energy Reliability funding

March 2011:

October 2011:

Pacific Northwest National Laboratory
demonstrated a new electrolyte inVRBs that increases the
operating temperature window by 83% and the energy
storage capacity by 70%

Validated the newly developed electrolytes
in small and scale-up cells

Assemble and evaluated a bench top
system (1 kW stack/1 kWh tank)

March 2011:

January 2010:

September 2010:

Developed new vanadium electrolytes based on the
sulfuric and chloride supporting electrolyte

Discovered iron/vanadium (Fe/V) redox couples
and the Fe/V sulfuric and chloride mixed electrolytes

June 2012:

September 2012:

Successfully demonstrated 1 kW/1 kWhVRB
stack using a new mixed-acid electrolyte, showing significantly
improved energy density and temperature stability

Developed a new, low-cost
separator for aVRB system with proven chemical stability

June 2015: Commercialize the new RFBs

September 2013: Develop a full system by
working with industry

June 2014: Demonstrate and field test the
new generation of RFBs
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Challenges

• VRBs generally have lower energy 
densities than other battery types; 
however, increased energy density 
would help reduce costs and broaden 
applications

• Standby current drain can lead to power 
loss

• VRBs’ small operating temperature 
window requires the use of air 
conditioning systems that can result in 
significant energy losses

• The vanadium electrolyte represents 
the major portion of the system capital 
costs

Project Partners

• Pacific Northwest National Laboratory 
www.pnnl.gov

For More Information
Wei Wang, Ph.D., Scientist   
Pacific Northwest National Laboratory
wei.wang@pnnl.gov 

Project Timeline

Ongoing research and development will reduce the cost of  VRBs

October 2012October 2012

Importance of Energy Storage
Large-scale, low-cost energy storage is 
needed to improve the reliability, resiliency, 
and efficiency of next-generation power grids. 
Energy storage can reduce power fluctuations, 
enhance system flexibility, and enable the 
storage and dispatch of electricity generated 
by variable renewable energy sources such 
as wind, solar, and water power. The Office 
of Electricity Delivery and Energy Reliability 
Energy Storage Program funds applied 
research, device development, bench and 
field testing, and analysis to help improve the 
performance and reduce the cost of energy 
storage technologies.


